
                     
 

Meeting Minutes 
 

Members in attendance:  
Jill McCanna, Krissy Rathkamp, Lisa Hansing, Annette Angell-Schram, Rochelle Teska, 
Julie Ruetz, Jan Coenen, Michelle Edwards, and Wendy Nielson. 

 

Approve Minutes 
Motion to approve minutes from April made by Krissy Rathkamp and second by 
Michelle Edwards. 

 

Treasurer’s Report  
Lisa Hansing gave the report. Handed out a copy of current report. Brief discussion 
on not spending as much as we could on purchases due to unknown membership 
numbers for next year.  

 

Prom Update 
Overall, Prom activities were a success.  Agreed Grand March can stay at the Saber 
Center for next year. Would like to add music, stage decorations and announce when 
couples are on stage not when walking.  There were 62 couples this year. Thank you 
cards will need to be sent out. Lisa will get cards and make address labels.  Then we 
will set a date to meet and get them completed. Prom pictures will be going up on 
the website. 

  

SSC Scholarships 
Scholarships were reviewed and winners decided on.  Wendy and Michelle will attend 
honors night to announce the winners.  Agreed that rubric for scoring will need to 
adjusted for next year to be more in line with the questions being asked. Will 
address again in late fall. 

  

Forms & Fees 2015 
With forms and fees not happening this August as it has in the past and registration 
being completed online, we will be challenged with getting members to sign up.  Will 
talk with admin and brainstorm on how to handle this once the fall comes.  

 

Directory 
We discussed the possibility of using electronic directory instead of paper forms.  
One possibility is Myschool Anywhere. This can accommodate up to 500 families at a 
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cost of roughly $398 per year. This would include online access, printing capabilities 
and mobile access.   
 

Homecoming 
Dates for homecoming will be parade on Wednesday, September 30th. Rochelle 
Teska will again chair the parade.  Seniors will need to pick the theme.  

 

WEF College Fair 
Carolyn Baranowski will coordinate the dinner for this event.  

 

Staff Appreciation 
Michelle and Wendy will chair events for staff appreciation. 

 

Senior Awards Night 
Senior HONORS night. We will provide dessert only.  Will confirm with admin that it 
will be the same format again next year. 

 

Saber Den 
We will look into the cost of using a credit card / inventory program such as Square 
Up.  Will get dates from admin for sporting events and pick dates to have the Saber 
Den open.  Then we can create a sign up and get that sent out for volunteers.    

 

Calendar Raffle 
Toni Lee will be taking over the Calendar Raffle.  Mary Burns will help with the 
transition and get the calendars printed/ordered for next year.  

 

Purchases 
Items discussed for purchase were mats for outdoor concession stand, popcorn 
machine (larger capacity), Saber rugs for gym, and tablet for the Saber Den for 
credit card and inventory.  It was agreed to spend approximately $5,000 for these 
purchases.  Will confirm costs for items with Sara and Lori. 

 

Meeting Dates for Next Year 
Aug 17 Sept 21 
Oct 19 Nov 16 
Jan 4 Jan 18 
Feb 15 Mar 21 
Apr 18 May 16 

 
Meeting adjourned. 
 
 


